Climate-Aquatics Blog #62: More Bits about the How, What, When,
& Where of Aquatic Thermalscapes…

Hi Everyone,
After a brief respite, the blog is back & it’s time to push through the final four-teen (or so) we’ll
use to tell the fish climate story. A brief forecast of the ground we’ll cover—a few blogs on
thermalscapes across landscapes to warm us up again, fish flows across those landscapes, things
that could be done to impede/facilitate those movements, climate refugia & conservation
strategies, & developing high-quality high-resolution information for decision making by being
big data bums, stream techno-geeks, and crowd-sourcers. That’s sourcer not Sorcerer—though
there may be a future time when the twain shall seem indistinguishable.
In rapid order then, here are this blog’s offerings to whet those thermal palettes…
1. Can it be so? at long last Maheu & colleagues (graphic 1: study accessible here:
https://www.researchgate.net/profile/Audrey_Maheu) propose a broad classification
scheme for stream temperature regimes. Much/most/all of the robust body of thought
that’s been developed for flow regimes over almost 3 decades pertains equally well to
thermal regimes…bout time temperature gets its due so thank you Maheu.
2. An old man of the stream thermal world (Hi Joe!) looks beneath the surface to discern the
potential importance of intermittent tributaries for maintaining cold-water plumes in
warmer rivers during warm periods (graphic 2; study accessible here:
https://www.researchgate.net/profile/Joseph_Ebersole2)
3. Further north where hot rivers aren’t quite as common (at least not yet), Lisi & colleagues
apply a novel isotopic analysis to measure the relative contributions of rain & snow to
stream flow, then use that information to understand why some streams are more/less
sensitive to climate forcing that others (graphic 3; study hyperlinked here:
http://www.southwestsalmon.org/wp-content/uploads/2015/04/Lisi-et-al.-JGRL-2014proofs.pdf)
4. & who doesn’t like big free data? The bigger the better I say so thanks to Sharma &
colleagues for doing much gruntwork to compile a global dataset on lake temperatures
(graphic 4; study hyperlinked here: http://www.nature.com/articles/sdata20158 ). Easy,

open access to quality datasets will greatly accelerate the rate at which valuable
information is created to guide conservation investments.
That’s it for now, back in a few weeks.
Dan

Now Tweeting at Dan Isaak@DanIsaak

Welcome to the Climate-Aquatics Blog. For those new to the blog, previous posts with embedded
graphics can be seen by clicking on the hyperlinks at the bottom or by navigating to the blog archive
webpage here:
(http://www.fs.fed.us/rm/boise/AWAE/projects/stream_temp/stream_temperature_climate_aquatics_blog.
html). The intent of the Climate-Aquatics Blog is to provide a means for the 9,214 (& growing) field
biologists, hydrologists, anglers, students, managers, and researchers currently on this mailing list across
North America, South America, Europe, and Asia to more broadly and rapidly discuss topical issues
associated with aquatic ecosystems and climate change. Messages periodically posted to the blog
highlight new peer-reviewed research and science tools that may be useful in addressing this global
phenomenon. Admittedly, many of the ideas for postings have their roots in studies my colleagues & I
have been conducting in the Rocky Mountain region, but attempts will be made to present topics & tools
in ways that highlight their broader, global relevance. I acknowledge that the studies, tools, and
techniques highlighted in these missives are by no means the only, or perhaps even the best, science
products in existence on particular topics, so the hope is that this discussion group engages others doing,
or interested in, similar work and that healthy debates & information exchanges occur to facilitate the
rapid dissemination of knowledge among those concerned about climate change and its effects on aquatic
ecosystems.
If you know others interested in climate change and aquatic ecosystems, please forward this message to
them. If you do not want to be contacted again in the future, please reply to that effect and you will be deblogged.
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